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Cryogenic Ltd has manufactured one of the largest, if not the largest cryogen-free system in the world. The
system was built for the Fundamental Neutron Physics Beamline (FNPBL) at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS),
Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
The magnet system houses a custom spectrometer and be used to measure a, the electron-neutrino correlation
parameter, and b, the Fierz interference term in neutron beta decay.
The cryostat is cylindrical, nominally 7.5m along its axis and 1.43 m in diameter. It houses a complex set of
niobium-titanium superconducting windings which provide a varying magnetic field profile along a 320mm
diameter gold-plated UHV bore. The bore tube extends along the full length of the cryostat and has orthogonal
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ports connected to the neutron beamline. A vacuum of <3.10 mbar is achieved in the UHV bore once the system
is cold.
The stray field generated by the magnet windings is compensated by a series of negatively wound co-axial
windings which have approximately twice the diameter of the internal positive windings. On the beamline, the
cryostat is housed in a passive steel shield to further reduce the magnetic stray field.
The magnet windings operate nominally at 4K and are cooled by four Gifford McMahon two-stage cryocoolers,
each delivering 1.5W cooling power at their second stage. The cryostat design allows the magnet system to be
operated in both horizontal and vertical orientations.

DESIGN CHALLENGES

THE MAGNETIC PROFILE
The cold neutrons enter the bore via the cruciform and decay into a proton, an electron and an



The field profile was pre-defined and had to be matched to an accuracy of <1%.

antineutrino. The magnetic field is designed to optimally guide the protons and electrons to silicon



The ‘pinch winding’ used to generate the highly localized field peak was highly stressed.



The 7.5m UHV bore is gold plated internally. An expensive and difficult operation!



The bore constricts at the ‘pinch coil’ trapping it within the magnet assembly.



Maintaining the magnet at <5K using just four cryocoolers required careful analysis.



The force pattern between windings is complex and can change dramatically during a quench.



The internal structure contracts nearly 30mm whilst clearances near the cruciform are <8mm.



The cryostat operates vertically on the beamline but must to be rotatable to the horizontal in

detectors at the upper and lower ends of the spectrometer.

order to load the spectrometer.

